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In writing of minorities, I have in mind specifically minority groups
who are politically oppressed; and, as seen by the quotation marks in
the title of this chapter, I cast a sidelong glance at the word minority
even as I use it. In an African-American cultural context, I might even
emphasize my interrogation of the word by making it the object of cuteye and suck-teeth (actions indicating a negative appraisal [Rickford
and Rickford 1976]). I might have used the term oppressed group instead,
but I believe that there are significant differences between oppressed
groups who are truly minorities, to the extent we can pin down the
term, and those who are a majority, though I will not argue the point.
The crucial point is that the term minority depends on how one decides
to slice the pie and whose appetite is best served in slicing it in particular ways.
As an example of a so-called minority group, having traits associated with such groups, we can take African Americans in the United
States (whom I will also refer to sometimes as blacks), who make up
from 13 to 20 percent of tile American population, depending on one's
sources. Blacks are, collectively, victims of a dual labor market that
maintains their concentration in less-skilled, lower-paying, and lowerprestige jobs. The group's overall condition has been the subject of
numerous mystifications that state effects to be causes. For example, it
has often been stated that the poor education of black pupils in the
schools-their high dropout rate, their high rates of reading and writing failure-leads to their lowered suitability for better jobs and, as a
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result, contributes to the continued economic disadvantage that black
people face. However, the poor education that so many black pupils
receive is actually an effect. It is an effect of the structured inequality in
our society. The more basic phenomenon of inequality, then, is what
must be examined in order to talk revealingly about education.
Let us look briefly at the unstable semantics of the term minority, a
term steeped in ideology, and see how, under an alternative ideological
regime, African Americans might become part of a majority. Gaining
insight hinges on looking at the conceptualization of ethnicity. An interesting fact is that generally all whites are today lumped into the same
group, while people of color are subject to finer distinctions. One does
not hear about French-Americans
or Finnish-Americans
spoken of as
minorities, nor white Anglo-Saxon Protestants for that matter, though
they are. (Sometimes white ethnic groups are singled out, as for example Russians in New York City, but even then they are not spoken of
as minorities.) This was South Africa's former apartheid approach to
ethnicity: recognizing and reinforcing with "homelands" the maximum
number of (divisive) ethnic distinctions among oppressed peoples (various indigneous ethnicities such as Zulu and Xhosa) while rather articifically conceptualizing and constructing one white dominant group, as
large as possible, by ignoring real ethnic distinctions when convenient,
and by pretending that unstable, shifting, and merging ethnic African
identities (Warren Perry, personal communication) were fixed in stone.
Perhaps the postapartheid era will see efforts to reconstruct South Africa's apartheid ideology of ethnicity.
The foregoing is clear without even getting into questions involving the shifting foundations of whiteness. Several U.S. EuropeanAmerican ethnic groups (e.g., Italians and Jews [leaving aside black
Jews]) have witnessed their ascension into whiteness during the last century, Jews as recently as World War II (Hacker 1995, 9; Gregory and
Sanjek 1994; Sacks 1994).
In the United States, for example, Caribbean blacks, both Hispanophone and Anglophone as well as others, by and large, have much in
common with American blacks, to the extent that both American and
Caribbean blacks, for sound cultural reasons relating to a shared African heritage, should be considered subgroups of the same larger group.
This soon becomes clear to any American black living in a neighborhood with many, say, Puerto Ricans and Dominicans, regardless of
whether those in the latter two groups were born in the United States
or in the Caribbean. Often, a difference in language can hide cultural
similarities more extensive than those uniting historically Anglophone
American blacks and whites. And, after all, how much do (white)
French-American
communities in Massachusetts, with some IlH~1Il1 WI'S
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still fluent in French, have in common with the (white) Russian-jewish
community of Brighton Beach, Brooklyn, where Russian is still vigorous?
Another example is the black/Native American connection, both
historical and contemporary. The very close ties between blacks and
Native Americans are not widely known. However, we sometimes experience the shock of reality, as for example when we leaf through a newspaper and come upon a pleasant-looking,
round-nosed,
full-lipped,
dark-skinned, woolly-haired Native American staring back at us (Johnson 1996). Many, if not most, American blacks can trace their ancestry
to Native Americans. Numerous instances of Native American reservations containing many people who would appear to be black have been
observed, not to mention groups of "triracial isolates," mixtures presumably of Native American, black, and white, who have struggled for
some time to be officially recognized as Native American (see, for example, Sider 1993). Indeed, we cannot speak profitably of ethnicity
without remembering that it is politicized and historical, and therefore
not unexpectedly involving changing categories (Sider 1994). The point
here is not that Native Americans and blacks should be considered one
group, but that there is a close, often ignored, relationship between the
two groups such that it might be more appropriate to think of the two
groups as really united by an ethnic continuum or cline between them
in which one gradually transforms into the other. What is clear is that
ethnic boundaries are often based more on politics than on historical
and ethnic facts, and that minorities might sometimes become majorities if ethnicity were construed differently.
Going beyond ethnic issues, the term minority leaves out groups
who should think of themselves in thinking of "minorities." Using instead terms such as subordinated group or oppressed group, two of a few
possibilities, terminologically assists gays and lesbians, women of all
ethnicities, and certain physically limited groups (especially those such
as the hearing-impaired,
who have a distinctive culture and language)
in seeing their commonalities.
Members of subordinated groups struggling against societally imposed handicaps have a special need for understanding those aspects of
society that contribute to the maintenance of their condition. In stating
this, I have in mind especially those political, economic, and communicative (symbolic, linguistic, ideological) aspects of society that do so. I
make this introductory comment because so little of what is typically
involved in the teaching of the sociocultural aspects of language touches
upon the communicative within a maeropolitical and economic framework that favors the understanding of fundamentals. Nevertheless, language, implicated in the whole of human activity, provides an
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indispensable vehicle for understanding the dynamics of oppression.
Moreover, it provides a particularly useful entry into the study of society and culture because all students, in their capacity as human beings
and members of some society, have had intense, lifelong contact with
language, a contact that has given them ideas about language, even
though those ideas may be mostly impressionistic. Even if ill-founded,
students will at least have ideas about what is good language or bad
language, or what is corrupt or pure in speech.
It is interesting that the linguistic baggage they bring with them to
their first class meeting is usually judgmental. They arrive in a judgmental mode, one might say, and one of the first-and most difficulttasks of an instructor teaching a language and culture course is to get
them to put their judgments aside for long enough to enter an observational mode. (These courses would ideally be referred to as courses on
language in society and culture, since language is indeed a part of culture and society.) It is not enough for students merely to set aside their
parrotings of injunctions against the use of sentences such as Me find
him went to the store and their perfunctory approval of sentences such as
He find I went to the store. They should go on to observe that the sentences that have been labeled for them as "correct" and "incorrect"
both have in common that they are said, and that, what is even more
interesting, there are sentences quite similar that are not said by anyone
(e.g., Him I find went to the store), and the reasons therefor lead one to
the heart of what language structure is all about.
Yet, the important point is that students bring with them a knowledge of language that is independent of the statements they are likely
to make about language. Their knowledge of language is manifest in
their ability to speak a language. They know a language and therefore
have access to primary data constituting a complete system, but they do
not know a political or economic system in the same sense as they do
language, nor do they have the same kind of access to such data.
The foregoing remarks are more in the nature of a recommendation for courses dealing with language in society and culture, but if the
value of such courses is assumed, one may go on to ask the following:
what does the oppressed-group student need to know about language
and culture? Indeed, one may ask what the college student, not just
those from oppressed groups, needs to know about language and culture, in general and as they relate to the condition of subordinated
groups in society. However, the first question is the more pressing one
because it relates to matters of survival in a way that the second one
does not.
The oppressed-group student, especially, needs to know about the
context of language. To go further, it should be observed that the (:011-
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text, the big picture into which language fit." is the semiotic landscape
in which language is situated. By semiotic landscape I mean the collection
of all sign systems, not just language, that tile student must confront
daily. These sign systems are of diverse types, and are involved in everything from the most basic to the most arcane of activities, including
everything from the sign system for pedestrians and automobile drivers
to the expressive repertoires used by members of fraternal orders such
as the Freemasons and the Knights of Columbus.
However, the important point to make here is not the value of
contextualization, but its necessity. Society and culture form a largely
coherent whole, although they show discontinuities, changes in progress, contradictions, and permeability. Nevertheless, that whole is very
much like a system, in that none of its component elements can be fully
understood without some grasp of others. Aspects of society and culture
are mutually implicated to varying extents by one another. While one
aspect of society and culture such as language can indeed be extracted
for examination, that examination can only be preliminary, a methodological convenience, which eventually must come to an end if an adequate understanding is to be reached.
To illustrate why this should be so, let us consider briefly AfricanAmerican English, also referred to as Black English. A basic, seemingly
trivial fact about it is that it exists. It seems trivial because it is so basic.
But note, already, that if we raise the question of why it exists, we must
venture outside of language per se into history, social structure, economics, and politics. The reason for the existence of Black English is
the reason for the existence of the black community that speaks it. Once
we begin to understand the distinctness and historical isolation of the
black community, we can begin to understand why a distinctive variety
of language associated with that community exists.
To take another example, we might also ask why words of West
African origin exist in Black English (e.g., goober ['peanut'], cooter ['turtle'], and banjo [Dalby 1971; Dillard 1972]). Few would be surprised
by the answer, which relates to the West African heritage of African
Americans. In this case, the historical context, at least that part of it
relating to the West African heritage, is well known, hence there is little
surprise. In other cases, however, the historical particulars might be less
well known, with the result that present realities could remain unexplained or mysterious.
Discourse on languages and dialects in the United States highlights
the existence of African-American (or Black) English due to the highlighted position of blacks in American society. The overwhelmingly
while speakers of the southern coastal California dialect of white En(;)
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glish (where good food becomes "ged feed") do not find their dialect
highlighted in the same way.
I will present and discuss three of the types of facts our students
should be aware of, while I recognize that there are other facts that
could appropriately be added. I hasten to reiterate that what is valuable
in this regard for oppressed-group
students is also valuable for all.

1. Prestige languages (or dialects) owe their status primarily to factors that are ultimately political and/or economic, not to any inherent
superiority claimed on the basis of grammatical features.
A crucial consideration is the distinction between the terms language and dialect. First, a word on these terms. It should be noted that
there are several linguistic traditions, in both the United States and
Europe. There are also linguistic traditions that are independent of
those of European and European-derived
ones; the tradition of Sanskrit
grammarians on the Indian subcontinent is perhaps the best known.
The important point is that the status of these terms and other key
terms in linguistics may differ according to tradition. I will discuss these
terms in what I will refer to, in simplifying, as the American tradition
(simplifying because there is more than one).
Among American linguists, dialect is evaluatively neutral, although
the term is used pejoratively in the everyday speech of many Americans.
Among linguists, a dialect is simply a particular variety of a language.
On this usage, everyone speaks a dialect, from Queen Elizabeth to the
president of the United States, from an Appalachian farmer to a newscaster with one of the national television networks. Language is a cover
term that subsumes several related dialects. Thus, the English language
includes many dialects of English-American
English, British English,
Australian English, and so on. Each of these dialects could in turn be
divided into subdialects; for example, American English includes African-American English (still sometimes called Black English), Bostonian
English, Midland English, and so on. Often language is used where one
might expect dialect, given what has been stated. The reason for this,
however, is that one does not use the term dialect unless one is focusing
on the fact that a particular variety of language is only one of several
related ones. In other words, the use of dialect would imply some kind
of comparison with related language varieties (or dialects).
In Europe, dialect is sometimes used for nonstandard varieties of
language or simply those that are not the official language variety of
the entire nation. Nonstandards are those that have not been codified,
that is, for which there are no grammar books and dictionaries stating
which grammatical rules and which forms of words are to be used and
when there is a choice. (Codification presupposes that the language va-
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riety is written.) Standard dialects are those to which prestige is accorded, while related nonstandard dialects either simply lack prestige
or are actually stigmatized. Thus, standard British English (the dialect
spoken by Queen Elizabeth) is the prestige dialect in Britain, while
Cockney, one of the nonstandards, is not (see Spears 1988, Wolfram
and Shilling-Estes 1998 for further discussion).
It would be useful to clarify what is meant by grammm". In using
this term, linguists refer to the rules for the combination of the units of
language. What are the units? Sounds, word roots, (e.g., fair as in unfai1'~Y), word affixes (e.g., un- and -ly as in zmfairly), words themselves,
phrases, clauses, sentences, and various units comprising several sentences. Some rules of English grammar, for example, prevent sounds
from being combined in certain ways: fbik could never possibly be an
English word because English grammar does not allow the sound sequence "f-b" to begin a word.
To return to the statement concerning prestige languages, let it be
noted first that it requires discussion, particularly in that it relates back
to what was stated previously concerning evaluative attitudes toward
language. The issue here is not whether there are ways to evaluate language; rather, it is the kinds of judgmental evaluation made by the nonspecialist, judgments learned and reinforced through public school
systems and other societal institutions.
To understand what kinds of judgment are at issue, we can consider
the kinds that are made with respect to sentences such as the following:
He ain't got notbing, and Him and ber done left already. Such sentences
are typically judged as "bad, incorrect, corrupt, perverse," to mention
only some of the labels attached to them. Why these labels and not
their opposites?
Sentences from the prestige standard dialects are those that are
positively judged; those from the nonstandard dialects are negatively
judged. More often than not, these judgments are not based on any
kind of reasoning. When they are, the reasons are usually specious: for
example, two negatives in a sentence are illogical because they cancel
each other out, interfering with the intended message. This kind of
reasoning ignores the fact that language is used to express and talk
about logic; no type of language-independent
logic is encoded into the
grammatical structure of language. Each language (or dialect) has its
own grammatical logic, which must be distinguished from conceptual
logic, which is independent of any specific language. It is often observed
that a number of standard, prestige languages (e.g., Spanish) require
double negatives in contexts where the standard English translation
would not allow them:
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Spanish: EI no hizo nada. (no and nada are negatives)
English: He didn't do anything. (n't [not] is the one negative that standard
English allows; compare this with He didn't do nothing, with the negatives
n't and nothing.)
In addition to the issue of how sentences from different dialects
are judged is that of how one dialect came to be the standard. This is
particularly important for persons belonging to subordinated groups to
understand, since most speak nonstandard dialects. In fact, the majority
of citizens of the United States and comparable modern nations speak
nonstandard dialects. The majority of black people in the United States
certainly do. Dillard (1972) has estimated this portion of the black population to be 80 percent. From my own experience, a good number of
black college students do, at least on some occasions, just like nonblack
students. In effect, the dominant dialect of the black community is disparaged, not directly by the appellation nonstandard, but in the comments that are usually made about it. This leads to the point that I will
discuss in the following pages concerning language attitudes, but the
crucial consideration at this juncture is how the dominant form of English in the black community came to be disparaged and what effect
that disparagement has had on the student's sense of self and his or her
attitudes toward black culture. (Currently, the term most used for this
variety is African-American Vernacular English [AAVE].)
Students need to know that standard dialects are not in any way
inherently better than their sister nonstandard dialects. In other words,
they are not more logical and expressive (whatever that means) or better
organized (whatever that may mean). Standard dialects do tend to have
certain traits, however, that nonstandard ones tend not to have. For
example, they are more grammatically conservative-that
is, they hold
on to some words and constructions after they are no longer widely
used. Conservatism and other traits specific to standard dialects are a
result of the purposes for which they have been groomed and the uses
to which they have been put. As examples of differences, observe that
standard English gets better results in the Supreme Court, while on
Harlem basketball courts AAVE does. Any variety of language will reflect the uses to which it has been put. Stated differently, all varieties of
language can be used for any purpose. The Cockney dialect of English
would have, had history chosen it to be the standard, served just as well
as any other. Just as standard dialects tend to have certain traits, so do
the indigenous language varieties of Native Anstralians=-because
of the
uses to which they have been put. One of those uses is talking about
kinship in what may seem to an average European or American to be
unnecessary detail, and this explains their rich kinship terminology.
6R
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French and Spanish can be taken as examples of my basic point
concerning the connection between economics and politics and standard dialects. What we refer to simply as French is more specifically
standard French, one of a number of related dialects spoken in France.
The same kind of statement can be made about Spanish. Sometimes
referred to as Castilian, Spanish arose in Castile, the region of Spain
where the capital, Madrid, is located. French arose in the Ile de France,
where Paris is located. The important consideration is that standard
French and standard Spanish (Castilian) became the standard dialects
of their respective countries due primarily to their position as the dialects of the geographical areas that rose to economic and political
prominence. This is not to imply that no "grammatical"
concessions
have ever been made to other dialect areas. The Real Academia, the
language institution responsible for deciding what is acceptable in standard Spanish, has deliberately chosen some non-Castilian
forms in
order to acknowledge the (lesser) political and economic importance of
non-CastilIan speaking areas (see Klein-Andreu 1985).1 Castile's preeminence was partly the result of its leading role in finally reconquering, in the fifteenth century, Spanish territory held by the Moors. The
groundwork for French hegemony in France began as early as 1229,
when French-speaking seneschals (administrators appointed by princes)
were imposed in the Occitan-speaking areas of southern France (Calvet
1974,172).
We can assume that had other regions outstripped these in political
and economic importance, the dialects of those other regions would
have eventually become the standards. Economic preeminence leads to
political preeminence, and it was the spread of the political power of
these regions, political power buttressed by wealth, that led to the
spread of their dialects to the rest of the country. There was nothing in
the nature of the dialects themselves that caused them to become the
standards. Their prestige, today backed by all national institutions, has
its origin in factors that are in no way linguistic.
The scenario just presented oversimplifies somewhat, but it does
not distort the basic nature of the process that occurred. We might
qualify what has been stated by noting that this rather gradual process,
whereby the standard, spoken by a power group, emerged and became
increasingly codified as the nation-state itself grew and became solidified, does not apply to all countries equally.
Consider briefly the case of Norway, which was ruled by Denmark
for roughly four hundred years, until 1814. The official language in
Norway W,lS Danish, spoken with a Norwegian pronunciation. There
wns no standard Norwegian.
In lR85, as an outgrowth of nationalist
(('clings, ;1 kind of Norwegian (called Landsmal) based on several mostly
(i<)
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western Norwegian dialects was selected to become the standard, along
with the Norwegianized Danish (called Riksmal). Danish was not abolished at that time as a standard because it was still the language of the
urban elite, who due to their status exercised considerable influence
(see Haugen 1966). It is significant that Landsmal did not become the
standard dialect (one of two) of Norway as a result of its being the
dialect of a power group. It was not the language of the urban elite.
Other factors led to its selection (and indeed to its creation, since it was
somewhat artificial, being composed of features from several dialects).
Moreover, how much prestige Nynorsk (the contemporary name for
the descendant of Landsmal) has is still problematic. Efforts to promote
it in Norwegian schools have been regularly sabotaged by teachers, and
"there is a powerful presence of traditional riksmal [sic] still being used
in the daily press, media, economic life, popular literature, and technology corresponding
to Norway's
ever-growing
industrialization"
(Haugen 1985,262).
Riksmal, or Bokmal (the current equivalent), illustrates our basic
theme. Bokmal is basically an artifact of the historical power of Denmark in Norway, and its imposition on Norwegians reflected power
realities whose effect can still be felt today.
To summarize, when we speak of prestige dialects in our modern
world of nation-states, we are speaking of those that have undergone
standardization-a
writing system has been provided for them, and they
have been codified as explained above-and
are, in the typical case, the
official variety of some state. Making a dialect official is a political act
by its very nature, as is, for that matter, the decision to create a standard. These are the reasons one can present for claiming that prestige
language varieties owe their status to political factors, closely tied to
economic ones, not to any inherent grammatical superiority. In fact,
there is no way to establish in any absolute way the superiority of one
language (or dialect) over another.
When the language of minority students is disparaged, they should
understand that this disparagement reflects historical and political realities, not their own worth or that of their language and culture. As a
matter of fact, understanding the political and economic history of the
language situation in their country will help them not only to appreciate their language and culture but also gain an understanding of their
current condition. This understanding
will, moreover, help them to
figure out what to do about changing that condition. This leads to a
second point:
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Linguists and other language scholars are sometimes quite surprised by the vehemence with which some people condemn noustan-

dard American English dialects. If we again take AAVE as an example,
people who are otherwise reasonable become impervious to reason with
regard to this dialect, and this includes both whites and blacks. From
one point of view, this is understandable, if not acceptable, behavior in
that the negative remarks about black language in such cases can often
be interpreted
as indirectly negative comments about black people
themselves. To put it differently, what cannot be said about black people directly-most
people do not want to appear racist-can
be said
about traits that black people have or behavior strongly associated with
them. Degrading comments about the language then become fascinating exercises in metonymy.
Indeed, the interpenetration
generally of attitudes about language
with attitudes about their speakers is explicitly recognized in empirical
research on language attitudes. A standard experimental method in language attitude research is the matched-guise
technique (Lambert,
Hodgson, and Fillenbaum 1960; Lambert 1967). This technique is interesting because the subjects used in the experiment are asked to
respond to items on a questionnaire based solely on language information. The subjects are asked to rate a series of speakers, who have been
tape-recorded, in terms of traits such as intelligence, social background,
personality, and so on. The speakers recruited for the tape recordings
are people who speak two or more languages fluently. The speakers
read a passage in one language and then a translation in another language. The translation is controlled for formality of vocabulary and
other factors such as tone. Let us say that each speaker records a segmerit first in English and then in French. Those segments are then
mixed up for the subjects, who are to react to the tapes. The subjects
hear a particular speaker's English passage followed by passages from
other speakers. The passages are mixed up so that it appears to the
subjects answering the questionnaires that each passage is recorded by
a different speaker. Thus, valuable insight is gained when the subject
rates the same speaker differently according to which language she or
he is speaking.
Notice that since the subjects are explicitly rating the speakers on
nonlinguistic traits, the subjects' responses cannot be taken as attitudes
toward language specifically. They can be interpreted only as attitudes
toward speakers of particular languages, namely, members of a specific
ethnic group. The language spoken merely identifies the ethnic group,
in the subject's mind, and the subject then proceeds to record on the
questionnaire his or her attitudes toward the ethnic group.
But how do we get directly at language attitudes? The point is that
in reality this seems infeasible because the language cannot be attitudinally disassociated, so to speak, from the group that speaks it. To obtain
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language attitudes uncontaminated by attitudes toward language speakers themselves, it seems that it would be necessary to find a group of
subjects who have no knowledge of the group that speaks the language.
However, the question then becomes, why conduct that kind of research? After all, language attitudes in a social vacuum are of little use.
We study language attitudes not because of their value in and of themselves, but because they tell us something about social structure, teachers' attitudes toward students, and how those attitudes affect students'
learning, second-language acquisition, the practice of law and medicine, and employability (Fasold 1984, chap. 6).
The 1996-97 Ebonies controversy elicited many of the virulently
negative attitudes toward Black English. (Ebonies is another term used
for Black English.) Most of the debate during the controversy was not
informed by research in linguistics, the scientific study of language. Although the public at large should debate the full range of issues that
concern U.S. citizens, there seems to be a particular willingness on the
part of those who have no special knowledge to delve into language
issues. Perhaps this is because practically everyone is a native speaker
of some language, and that intimate relationship encourages a sense of
expertise.
The board of the Oakland (California) Unified School District presented a resolution that ignited the controversy. The resolution sought
basically to get teaching staff to use knowledge of African-American
Vernacular English (AAVE) as a medium of communication in order
to teach standard English better. The schools' responsibility to teach
standard English was never questioned, nor was it suggested that AAVE
itself be taught. This last point is important because somehow a number
of media pundits concluded that the board actually recommended the
teaching of AAVE. Indeed, the subsequent changes of opinion and the
faulty representations of what the school board had done indicate that
some commentators spoke out before they had actually read (or understood) the resolution.
The resolution itself, though basically sound from a pedagogical
and linguistic standpoint, contained a few infelicities-enough
for
raised eyebrows, perhaps, but not justifying the unbridled ridicule that
followed. Black English has a grammatical system that is different from
that of standard English. It must therefore be studied in its own right
and, in teaching, be considered as an entity that, though distinct from
standard English, is also closely related to it.
No kind of African-American English is in any way deficient; all
kinds serve the communicative needs of their speakers effectively. To
characterize any kind of African-American English as nothing more
than slang or street language is an insult to the many grandmothcrs,

ministers, adolescents, and others who use it-on at least some occasions. These facts were formally recognized in the Linguistic Society of
America's resolution on the Ebonies issue at their 1997 annual meeting.
African-American English is not a collection of slang terms, it is
not used only by teenagers who spend much time in the streets, and it is
not a corruption of anything-it has its own history and did not spring
historically from anyone kind of English. It is a product of the historical
blending of mostly English [eatures but also some features of West African
languages. Although some vernacular and standard speakers use slang,
and sometimes language unsuitable for the drawing room, this is true
of virtually all English speakers in the United States; it is not unique to
the African-American community. When linguists speak of particular
language varieties, they have in mind structural features, relating to the
sound systems (pronunciation) and the matrix of rules governing the
construction of words and sentences. Most of the unflattering terms
that media pundits have used to characterize African-American varieties
of English (e.g., slang, street language, ghetto-speak) are terms defined
on the basis of vocabulary, not the fundamental, grammatical structure
of these languages.
It is telling that the boundaries of standard English have continually shifted, historically, to accommodate middle- and upper-class
whites, but not working-class whites or blacks of any class. Observe that
even many college professors fail to follow basic rules of standard English (as opposed to trivial ones of some self-appointed grammarians),
as, for example, with rules governing pronoun case. Consequently, we
hear nonstandard utterances such as between he and I (between him and
me in standard English), and pleas from grammarians that such expressions be adopted as part of tile standard in order to "rescue" the highstatus white people who use them (Honey 1995). Of course, some linguists might state that expressions such as these are part of the "informal standard" or the "colloquial standard." The real issue is still that
accommodation is made for some speakers, in order to keep their
speech within the standard, while other speakers are not accommodated.
African-American Vernacular English is stigmatized because its
speakers are stigmatized. Most of the current Ebonies controversy is in
the tradition of the frenzied black-threat-to-civilization narrative that
we are fed daily by the media. It is deeply troubling that even some
African-American public figures participate in it. This media frenzy can
he fully understood only within the context of institutional racism and
socioeconomic inequality.
An important question is why a small minority of standard English
speakers linguistically terrorize nonstandard speakers. We must ask,
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given the great diversity in standard English throughout the world, why
must a line be drawn to reject the entry of SOlllt' 1',t'(lIlPS into the exclusive standard dub? After aU, standard speaker:; I'HlI understand their
nonstandard-speaking neighbors more easily \ h,lll standard speakers
living far away (ambiguity intended).
The Oakland School Board's decision wus Illlldamcntally a sound
one, even if it was not expressed in the hest way. Virlually all research
indicates that children are best taught hy taking thdr native language
or dialect into account, and that includes tlSillg il as n bridge to the
language or dialect they wish to acquire. This view. also, was ratified in
the Linguistic Society of America's 1997 resolut h nl 011 Ebonics.
That said, it should also be observed thai lauguage/dialecr mismatches are not the major problem in the education of African-American and white students, even though there ate important grammatical
differences among American varieties of English. Nations with comparatively successful public education, such as Jap:l11 , Finland, and Switzerland, have much more far-reaching (i.e., grammatically significant)
dialect differences; yet, they have produced vastly better educational
systems (see Fishman 1972). The underfunding of public education in
the United States is a national scandal, while candid discussions of
teacher preparedness are largely taboo.
The true tragedy is that language differences are not the major
problem for African-American students. In dealing with the low scholastic achievement of too many Mrican-American students, we must
confront a number of issues, both broad and narrow:
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The obvious corollary of this is that when a group is deprived of its
language, it loses an important resource.
Upon first inspection, this may seem to be false. After all, if all
languages have the same expressive potential, that is, any thouglu run

be expressed in any language, then why should it make any difference
in which language a group communicates? Why shouldn't Gaelicspeaking Irish, for example, be just as happy and productive if they are
forced to speak English (assuming that they all learn to speak it well)?
The answer takes us back to what was stated above concerning the
fact that languages reflect the purposes to which they have been put.
Thus, if a society such as that of Native Australian groups attaches great
importance to kinship relations, the kinship terminology of the language they speak will usually reflect this. To put it differently, specialized vocabularies are developed for special interests. The Arabic of
Bedouins has many words for different types of camel, which are especially important in their desert environment.
Consider Eskimo speakers. (I use Eskimo because more people are
familiar with this term. Some prefer lnuit.) They can speak in Eskimo
about nuclear physics, but it would be harder for them to do so than it
would be for English speakers because English has a highly developed,
specialized vocabulary for talking about nuclear physics. English speakers have been more interested historically in nuclear physics. So, if English-speaking nuclear physicists, say, were for some reason forced to
learn and carty forth in Eskimo, they could do so but at a great cost in
efficiency. No doubt, over time they would push their Eskimo language
to develop a specialized terminology for nuclear physics, such that one
day an ethnically Eskimo Eskimo-language-speaker could point his or
her finger at ethnically American Eskimo speakers as members of a
group that speak a distinctive dialect of Eskimo, much in the same way
that blacks who speak a distinctive dialect of English are pointed at.
Actually, the Americans would most likely code-switch into English
when they needed a nuclear physics term. But, over time, the net effect
would be the same. The English words would become an integral part
of the distinctive dialect of Eskimo spoken by the erstwhile English
speakers.
The important observation, however, is that speakers develop their
languages to suit their distinctive communicative needs as well as they
can. They put their own cultural stamp on the language(s) they speak,
and the kind of stamp is determined by the purposes for which the
language(s) is/are used.
Consider the full bilingual, a person who has full control of two
languages. This type of speaker typically code-switches-that is, he or
she goes back and forth from one language to the other. Why the
switches, when he or she is perfectly capable of holding forth in either
language alone? One of the several reasons for code-switching is simply
111:11 certain things ure better said in one of the languages because that
langHage has been used, or used more, to say those things-and one is
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• the structure of deliberately maintained inequality
• the manifestation of racism and internalized oppression in the
"Ebonies" debate
• the nature and function of white-supremacist racism in American society
• the debilitation of educational institutions serving most African
Americans in the wake of the Civil Rights movement
• the reasons why the wealthiest nation on earth has the worst distribution of wealth and income of all the major industrialized nations
The third point that students need to be aware of is the following:
3. Language is more than a set of grammatical rules. It is not just
a tool, it is a resource, permeated with psychology and society.
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simply in the habit of speaking a certain language to certain people, in
certain places. The message, to be sure, can be communicated in both
languages, but in one language the message can be communicated more
simply, with more pizzazz, with certain apropos allusions to related
matters, due perhaps to a word's multiple meanings in one language
but not the other. Using one language, a person can express the message with a short direct sentence. The other language might well require paragraphs. A French word, for example pain ('bread'), probably
does not for any French-English bilingual have the same associationssmell, texture, memories-that
the English bread has. Pain can be used
to talk about Wonder Bread, monkey bread, and corn muffins just as
bread can be used to talk about loaves of bread and baguettes. Both
words have the same meaning, roughly speaking," However, they are
not psychologically
equivalent: neither evokes the same range of
thoughts, memories, and references as the other.
All languages have what I refer to as culture capsules, words or
phrases that require an understanding of an entire area of culture for
their correct interpretation and use. The word Ctl11tp is a culture capsule,
such that Susan Sontag (1966) could write an entire essay on it. When
something is said to be camp, what is it? First, of all, it has to be something human-made, a piece of furniture, a flower arrangement; it cannot be a mountain range or a riverbank. It usually cannot be too new
or too old; it has to be able to fit into that never-never land that is
removed from the present but not old enough to be of antique value.
An aura of kitsch is almost a necessity. But what does one have to know
in order to identify kitsch? How does one acquire the requisite discernment? In a word, no short, simple definition of this word would suffice
for its correct use and interpretation. A table is a table. Use of the word
table requires little or no understanding of American culture. Any foreigner learning English can learn to use it easily, but learning to use
ca11tp correctly is a different matter. We can talk about camp only in a
sociocultural setting in which mass consumption and the institutionalization of trendiness and fashion allow still-useful objects to be discarded on the grounds of tastelessness-and
then taken up again
because their particular brand of tastelessness has been reclassified as
being of special interest.
Another example is provided by the Navajo word hOzhrj. The approximate translation: that which is good, true, beautiful, harmonious,
balanced, just, and so on (Witherspoon
1977). The average speaker of
English in the United States would probably think, even if English had
a word such as hozhrj, what on earth would we use it to talk about? It
certainly would not be appropriate for talking about New York City
politics, but neither would it do for modern art or the California coast-

line. Our culture does not predispose us to think of anything positive
in so many ways: aesthetically, juridically, ethically, and so on.
It is rather obvious that the term bozhrj allows the Navajo to speak
efficiently and effectively about the Navajo worldview and to perform
efficiently and effectively rituals that tie in directly to that worldview.
If Navajos lost their traditional language, Navajo, they would no doubt
have to reshape their new language in order to express efficiently and
effectively that which is deep within their collective psyche. In other
words, they would have to reshape English so that they might speak in
English about Navajo things, just as, for example, African Americans
have reshaped English so that they may speak about African-American
things.
Different peoples may speak the same language (perhaps with
minor dialectical differences, such as those differentiating white and
black American dialects of English) but in doing so not communicate
the same set of messages. That is, their discourses may well be different.
(Lavandera [1984] demonstrates this with a detailed, quantitative analysis showing that women use a higher percentage of grammatical forms
considered polite than men do.) The Catholic discourse on God is not
the same as the Quaker discourse on God. The result is that, for someone to communicate effectively with a person of another group speaking the "same language," it is sometimes necessary to learn to produce
another kind of discourse. One can speak a language without being able
to communicate effectively to its speakers. This is why sociolinguists
draw an important distinction between linguistic competence, knowledge of a language's grammar, and communicative competence, knowledge of how to use the language, as, for example, to produce efficient,
effective discourse.
To take an example, suppose one traveled to Kirundi-speaking Burundi to help with the preparation of census data. Among other things,
one would have to find heads of households and ask them how many
children they have. Now suppose one does what seems logical-simply
translate the English question "How many children do you have?" into
Kirundi. Let us assume our census-taker has a flawless linguistic command of Kirundi and translates perfectly. She asks the father of a family
the question, and he says five. Just to check, she asks the wife, who says
ten. To make matters worse, the census-taker has on good authority
that all of the children are now at home. She goes there; she counts
them (they are all sitting in the same room with the parents); and there
are only eight. What on earth can be the matter? She could take the
ethnocentric mad and condemn the people of Burundi as incorrigible
liars. Or, she could be more reasonable and acknowledge that there
must he a language/culture
issue.
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The problem is that the census-taker has learned the language, but
not how to use it in order to produce effective discourse. In Burundi,
the culturally determined practice is for the father to count sons only;
the mother, daughters only. Furthermore, since parenthood is highly
valued, and valued numerically, parents count both living and dead children. For our census-taker to get the correct answer to the culturally
loaded question, she would have to ask, "How many children, now
alive, do you and your husband (or you and your wife) have?" (Albert
1972, 100). The answer to this question would be eight.
Once, while I was having a conversation with an apparently white
student enrolled in one of my courses, that student told me he was
"black" (African American). He said it in a rather matter of fact way,
since it was clearly information that would be helpful for us in pursuing
the topic at hand productively. Ironically, by telling me he was black,
he made it clear to me that he most probably was not black. Blacks who
look white have a number of ways of informing other blacks that they
are black, but a direct statement is highly unlikely (at least in the black
communities in which I have spent time). The means that are used
include nonverbal behavior; references that only a black person could
understand; a black expression (preferably one that has not been much
discussed in academic publications and the mass media); or an indication of membership in a black fraternity or sorority, or even better,
some indication that all of the men or women in one's family belong to
a particular black fraternity or sorority. There are literally thousands of
such indicators. Evidently, there is a black sociocultural and linguistic
rule that constrains one from claiming blackness directly, greatly favoring a demonstration of it through the display of in-group knowledge or
behavior.
This student had been raised, during part of his adolescence, by
an African-American family. Apparently, as a result of his very close
identification with them, he came to consider himself black. Whatever
his relationship with the black family, his overall relationship with black
people in general was not deep enough for him to be sufficiently
steeped in black culture to be black in a meaningful way, that is, culturally black. During our conversation, he said nothing "black." No distinctively black messages or expressions were communicated. No
typically black reactions to events were communicated. In the same situation, a white-looking black person would have suffused his or her
conversation with distinctively black remarks, not only to indicate that
she or he was black, but to prove it, just in case doubt lingered.
Most of us acquire a language naturally-that is, through social
interaction in a particular cultural setting. There are only a very few
people who have the talent to acquire fluency in a language in an arrifi-

cial way (e.g., in the classroom or through self-teaching). In acquiring
a language naturally, we learn, for the most part subconsciously, the'
abstract rules that underlie the discourse that we must master in order
to function effectively in the society that uses the language. Underlying
this discourse is, in essence, a philosophy or worldview. Thus, in learning a language-and doing so naturally, as the overwhelming majority
of people do-we are in reality learning a language/worldview. We may
conceive of this worldview as a set of discourse-generating principles,
assumptions, and texts of relatively fixed structure, such as old sayings,
stories, proverbs, and verbal routines of various kinds.
One of the most important explorations that can be undertaken
in a language and culture course is that of the worldview that comes
inextricably attached to specific languages. It is especially important for
subordinated-group members to understand their own language/
worldview because it is their very own; that worldview is, among other
things, a resource, a source of supply, support, assistance-and an obstacle to full emancipatory thinking. All groups, in their language/discourse (i.e., the combination of the grammatical rules making up that
language and what those rules in practice are typically used to say) have
a collective wealth and wisdom, a theory of their condition, showing
coherence and contracliction, recipes for coping, compendia of past solutions to problems (in folktales and proverbs, for example), a selfimage, and programs for progress, stagnation, and retrogression. It has
not been ordained that worldviews be entirely positive; however, a
group's own view appears normally to be better for it than that of any
other group. Needless to say, there are always significant differences
between the language/worldview of the subordinated group and that of
the oppressing group (membership in which is a matter of changeable
degree).
As an example of several of the above points, observe an aspect of
African-American English discourse. In my Black English courses, I ask
the (mostly black) students why, if one wants to insult someone using
strong language, one could say

7R

7()

Look at that yellow (light-skinned) fool. Look at that black (dark-skinned)
fool.

but not

# Look at that brown/brown-skinned/tan

fool. (Anomaly is indicated by the

crosshatch.)

Why does the last simply not work as an insult? Black is unfortunately
for 1ll;1I1Y African Americans still an insult and reflects the internalizaj ion of oppressive
ideas about blackness stemming primarily from Eu-
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ropean colonialism and imperialism in the modern period. Its use
reflects an accommodation to and collaboration with white supremacist
ideology. But yellow (and related words such as higb yell07v) is an insult,
too, and represents a mediated form of the rejection of whiteness-as
connected to white supremacist ideology and oppression-through its
put-down of blacks closest to whites. Brownness occupies a middle,
neutral ground in the tug-of-war between two black consciousnesses,
between resistance and collaboration, between emancipatory thinking
and internalized oppression, which Du Bois (1961 [1903]) saw as threatening to tear the black psyche asunder. From our postmodern vantage
point almost a century later, it is clearer that within all psyches, as
within all societies, there are opposing wills and contradictory influences. This situation, though at times quite uncomfortable, represents
business as usual. However, the level of oppositionality may be particularly severe in societies such as the post-slavocratic United States.
Like any resource, language/worldview must be examined, evaluated, purged, and protected. It must be improved over time through
changes wrought by cultural critique, "the examination of received values, institutions, practices, and discourses in terms of their economic,
political, social, and aesthetic genealogies, constitutions, and effects"
(Cultural Critique 1:5, Fall 1985). Cultural critique assumes the existence of some degree of cultural domination effected by a dominating
group on a subordinated one. By cultural domination (i.e., internalized
oppression) is meant the acceptance, by an oppressed group, of ideas
that are not in their best interest-that is, ideas that serve to mystify
the true nature and causes of their condition and thereby impede their
efforts to improve their condition. The subordinated group's self-image
must also be protected from the negative one with which the oppressing
group would replace it. The institutions providing the behavioral context for the maintenance of self-affirming discourses must be nourished.
Thus, to take an example from African-American communities,
churches (usually fully controlled by African Americans) must be protected to the extent that they serve as behavioral contexts for positive
discourses (e.g., those which accord to church members positive identities, which in turn serve to lessen the demoralizing effects of the degrading roles these same church members are often forced to assume
outside the black community).
The fundamental purpose, then, of a language and culture course
should be to start students on the road toward gaining a critical understanding of the position of their people (however many ways defined)
in the world through the structured exploration of language as it has
been and is being used.
R()
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Notes
1. As a result of the Constitution of 1978, the Spanish linguistic situation has
become more complicated in terms of a standard. The country is administratively
organized into seventeen Autonomous Communities, and in five of them Spanish,
the only official national language, shares co-officiality with a regional language.
The three regional languages are Basque, Catalan (co-official in three communities),
and Galician (see Azevedo 1996).
2. Actually the French and English words cover bakery goods in different
ways. English speakers (limiting themselves to English) would call bread what the
French speaker would distinguish by the words croissant, pain, and brioche. And even
in one language, semantics can be fuzzy. Observe: vVe 'Il baue corn muffins instead of
bread, which implies that the two are not the same thing. However, one might also,
in response to Wbat kind of bread are you having?, answer Com muffins. Notice that
Marie Antoinette's famous "Let them eat cake!" translates from the French "Qu'ils
mangent de la brioche" ("Let them eat brioche"). Brioche is a slightly sweeter, softer
form of bread-as American English speakers would call it-typically eaten with
special meals (e.g., on Sundays). Nevertheless, cake translates the import of Marie's
impolitic remark For an excellent discussion of meaning and language in the real
world, around the world-as opposed to sterile theoretical models-see
Hanks
1966.
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LANGUAGE AND LABOR
IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA
ANGELA GILLIAM

The analysis of language and linguistic characteristics cannot be separated from other cultural processes. Indeed, language is at once a mirror
and a constituent element of politics, economics, social life, and the
mind (Goodwin and Duranti 1992). Certainly connected to language
issues and problems, then, is the question of political economy and the
relationship production has to the growth or decline of a particular
language.
The objective of this chapter is to continue the exploration of the
relationship between language and the state power in Papua New
Guinea, with special reference to two languages: Pure Motu and Hiri
Motu.
First, some background information is in order. Papua New
Guinea, located roughly north of Australia and New Zealand, has a
population of almost four million people. Since it is a new nation, having achieved independence from Australia in only 1978, the country
has suffered from the same kinds of externally oriented (i.e., metropolebenefitting) economic development and cultural domination typically
borne by other subordinated regions. Though there is great variety in
the phenotypes of the various demographic groups in the country, the
population was considered "black" and "native" in the colonial era. My
students at the University of Papua New Guinea were quick to remind
rho visitor rhar they have thirty thousand years of documented existence
in rhe P:lcifie, even though the majority of population "types" may reH,\

